5 Signs it’s Time to Toss
Your Video Collaboration
Is your audio and video conferencing solution the
most disruptive attendee at your meetings?

82%

8Min

Experience
audio issues

67%

Wasted getting
video meetings
started

Remote
meetings have
audio issues

17%
Satisfied with
their video
meeting solution

CLEAR SIGNS IT’S TIME
TO THROW OUT YOUR
MEETING ROOM SOLUTION
Delays and
Technical
Difficulties
It takes an average of

YOU
CAN

8 minutes to start an
online meeting—that’s
nearly a third of a 30

Start On Time,
Every Time

Quit fussing with equipment and let
workers run meetings with ease.
Highfive gives you:

minute gathering!

- One-touch meeting launch
- Web-based interface works for everyone
- Simplified screen sharing from any participant
- Integrations with Outlook, Slack, G Suite, and more

Struggle to
Share In-room
Collaboration
Remote participants

YOU
CAN

are excluded from
whiteboard and
sticky note sessions,

Have Great
Collaboration for All

Let remote employees fully participate
by giving them a virtual seat at the table.
Highfive gives you:

feeling left out and
unable to contribute.

- Augmented whiteboard view
- Automated presenter focus
- Consistent quality experience from any device,
any location
- Seamless movement between devices and rooms

Hard to
Connect
Meeting software

YOU
CAN

requires downloads,
extensions, and
software installations.

Join with a Tap

Eliminate the complex sign in process
and get to work. Highfive gives you:

Add to that PINs,
800-numbers, and

- Meetings you can join with a click

passwords. So many

- Screen sharing by all – instantly

things to go wrong.

- Fully secure access without PINs or codes
- Great brand experience for prospects, customers,
and partners

Distracting
Poor Audio
and Video
Background noise,

YOU
CAN

hard-to-hear
participants, and
frozen video are

Experience Like
You’re There

No matter where you sit or how you
connect, you’ll enjoy a high-quality
experience.Highfive gives you:

hallmarks of
conferencing

- Crisp, clear audio with best-in-class Dolby Voice®

technology that

- Eliminate background noise and echoes

needs to go.

- Auto-adjustments for loud or soft voices
- Beautiful, intelligent wide-angle high-def video

Complex
Equipment
Collecting
Dust
Piles of hardware, a
nest of cables, a
separate phone,

YOU
CAN

confusing software –

Make it Easy
for Everyone

With elegant hardware and streamlined
software bundled together, setup takes
just a few minutes. Highfive gives you:

and an outdated
“cheat sheet” that’s

- Integrated fuss-free bundle

supposed to explain

- Plug a few cables and GO!

it all. Don’t bother!

- Monitors automatically connect
- Easy integration with collaboration, calendar, and
other productivity software

Better Video Collaboration
that Workers (and IT) Love
Highfive has reimagined meeting room collaboration,
improving the ease and quality of in-room video
conferencing – for formal rooms and huddle rooms
alike – so teams can get their best work done.
Our unique, all-in-one cloud platform provides:
Great
Mobility

Immersive
In-room Meets

Full Audio
Experience

Simplified
Management

Security and
Reliability

• Built on AWS
Hyperscale
Cloud

• Near in-room
experience

• Instant
meeting starts

• Quality audio
for all

• Room setup in
minutes

• Actively
participate in
whiteboard
discussions

• In-room
equipment
simply works

• Best-in-class
Dolby
hardware

• Virtually no
maintenance

• Track speakers
as they move

• Block
background
noise and
echoes

• Consistent
experience
from any
device
• Easy screen
and app
sharing

• High-def video
feeds

• 99.95% uptime

• Integrated
platform

• AES-128 bit
encryption

• Free support
for all users

• Domain-based
security

• Auditory
zones
highlight
speakers

Ready to reimagine your meetings?
Learn how at highfive.com.

